Nick Gordon ‘Desperately’
Trying to Be at Celebrity
Love Bobbi Kristina Brown’s
Bedside

By Maggie Manfredi
Nick Gordon is still hopeful! According to UsMagazine.com,
he’s desperate to spend time with Bobbi Kristina Brown while
she is still in her medically induced coma. His lawyer made a
statement about the celebrity couple, saying, “Nick has been
trying, privately, to do everything he can to see Bobbi
Kristina cooperatively. He has respected the family’s wishes
and for that reason alone has not returned to the hospital and
risked a public confrontation. But he desperately wants to be

with the one he loves and continues to hope that his request
will be granted.” Gordon is currently under investigation for
injuries found on Brown prior to her hospitalization. In the
light of the tragedy and road blocks, Gordon remains hopeful
and persistent about his relationship and love.

Nick Gordon is doing his best to
support
celebrity
love
Bobbi
Kristina through tragedy. What are
some ways to support your partner
through a health scare?
Cupid’s Advice:
Nick Gordon is going through a tough time with his celebrity
love Bobbi Kristin Brown. It’s never fun to see your partner’s
health suffer. Cupid has some support tips:
1. Be there: Do what you can to be there and support in any
way you can. Though Nick Gordon can’t be by Bobbi Kristina’s
bedside he is working to. There is no best way to support, you
just have to do what you can.
Related Link: Nick Gordon Pays Tribute To Celebrity Love Bobbi
Kristina With a Tattoo
2.Cooperate with loved ones: Although they are your love you
have to keep in mind there are other people in their lives. Be
kind to family and friends of your sick partner and be there
for them as you are for your partner as best you can.
Related Link: Celebrity Couple Bobbi Kristina Brown and Nick
Gordon Are Not Married
3. Stay calm: The best way you can help is by remaining calm,
cool and collected. Be there and be helpful but don’t panic

when things get rocky. Stay strong for your loved one and hope
for the best.
Have you had to deal with a loved one going through a health
scare? Share your advice below.

